Introduction
Com put@r programs that play two-player games , generally adhere to the paradigm of heuristic game tree search, the minimax procedure [lOj.
Minimax strategies have been proven optimal (or finite two-person zero-sum games o r perfect information [21 ( p. i l ). l' n fortunately , theoretical and implemented games tend to difrer in one important a.spect: riniteness.2
In theory, before play begins both play�l'3 can see the entire game tree, including the actual va.lue o( u.ch node.
In most implementations, however, the trees are too large to be seen a.t once, forcing players to move without knowing all possible completions or the game.
To account for this discrepancy, minimax has been extended to partial game trees by treating statically evaluated tip nodes like leaves; tbe tree is searched to some arbitrary depth, all nodes at that depth are evaluated, and
the estimated values are minimaxed back up the tree. The appeaJ or thia procedure is obvious -since minimax is an optimal strategy for finite games, estimated minimu should approximate an optimal stra.tei.Y ro,. .. infinite games. Unfortunately, the procedure described does not estimate the minimax value, but rather minimaxes estimated values. In general, the two are not equivalent; computing a function or estimates instead or an estimated function is a cardinal sin of statistics.
Statistically sound or not, there is a significant collection or game playing programs that attests that not only does minimaxing estimates work, but the deeper the search. ( The minimax procedure searches the t�ee to some arbitrary depth, k, where 0 � k � 2(D-l). An heuristic evaluation function is then applied to all nodes at the specified level, and these estimates are minima.xed back up the tree. Unlike most games, board splittin& has a uniform game tree -all leaves are located at level 20. The concentration of leaves at the bottom or the tree seems to imply an absence or traps. Ir traps are needed to avoid pathology, board splitting should be pathological regardless or the evaluation function used. However, the salient feature of traps is not that they are leaves, but that the values associated with them are exact, not estimated. Leaves are not the only nodes with this property. Any node that is recognized as a forced win or loss has an exact value associated with it, as well. Thus, the existence or leaves in mid-tree is not crucial to the avoidance of pathology; the recognition of forced wins can serve the same purpose. There are configurations in board splitting which can serve as traps. The most obvious forced wins are boards which contain a row of l's (win for H), a column or O's (win for V), or a main diagonal of l's (win for H, who always goes last). Although a reasonable c3.Se could be made in favor of including other patterns, this decision should not affect the ba.sic result: evaluation function8 that recognize forced u:in8 a8 trap8 avoid pathology.
The evaluation function described in section 
Theoretical Predictions
Y(g) differs from N(g) in only one respect: it introduces node� with completely accurate valu�s in mid-tree. How often will this correct a mista«e that N(g) would make! Define an incorrect decision as the selection of a non-trap node as the best (max or min) child or a given parent despite the existence of a trap.4 Clearly, N(g) and Y(g) will choose the same child of any parent with no traps among its children. Ir there is a trap, Y(g) will always (correctly) choose it. N'(g), which does not look ror traps, may or may not. A simplified model can be constructed to determine the effer.t or increased search depth on the probability that an evaluation function that does not look tor traps will find them. On her first move, H looks ahead k levels in th� tree, (k even), and evaluates square boards using N(g). Consider only the probability ot missing a single type or trap, say a. row or l's. (Analogous arguments can be applied to all other cases, namely V's lookahea.d, evaluatin& rectangular boards, and other trap patterns).
Let S == BD-k/ 2·1 be the number or rows (and columns) in g, where g is a board at level k in the game tree.
Let p represent the probability that a 1 waa placed in a given square in the original board.
By definition, if N(g) made an incorrect decision, there must be some node at level (k-1), G, with a trap child of maximum value among its trap children, gv and a non-trap child or maximum value among the non-traps, ln t• for which N(g11t) > N(gt). In other words, N(g) errs it G has a child which is a. trap, but the node containing the most l's is a non-trap. does not, g\ is more likely to contain the maximum number of 1 's than g n t• and N(g) is a priori more likely to choose a trap than a non trap. To simplify the analysis, define another evaluation function, R(g), which chooses nodes � rbitrarily. The interesting feature of R(g) is that It can be USed to calculate the probability Of choosing a non-trap as a function of the probability that a given board is a trap. shown to grow rapidly as k increases. Thus, the probability that R(g11,) > R(&,) increases as the search deepens. In other words, an evaluation function which does not look for traps becomes decreasingly likely to choose them as search deepens. N(g), like R(g), is such an evaluation function.
The pathological behavior of N(g), then, can· .. be explained as follows: there are a group or nodes in mid-tree which should be recognized as forced wins. These nodes, when they exist, always represent the maximum children or their parent, and should always be chosen (by a MAX operation).
As search depth increases, an evaluation function that does not identify these nodes becomes decreasingly likely to choose one of them. The slight edge that N(g) gives It over g 11 t for having at least S 1 's will not counter the rapid growth of P0. Thus, N(g), like R(g), can be expected to become less reliable at each successive level searched. Y(g), on the other hand, should encounter no such dirriculty.
Experimental Results
Game tree pathology is an observed phenomena. Even for board splitting, no definite criterion has been developed for predicting when minimaxing N(g) will behave pathologically. The previous section used Pearl's conjecture that pathology is due to the absence or traps to identify a flaw in N(g), its inability to recognize certain obvious patterns as wins or losses. A new evaluation function, Y(g), recognizes those configurations.
The probability that an evaluation function that does not recognize traps Y (s)'• abilit1 to reeosnize these patterns indicates that it should outperform N(g); it does not prove that Y(g) is non pathologiea!.
It ia altogether conceivable that because Y(s) only recognizes some ro rced wins it will behave pathologically as well. In fact, because patbolou is an ob1erved phenomena, it is impossible to pr011 • that Y(g), or any evaluation (unction on any game, ror that matter, will never behave pathologically.
However, it is possible to construct a series or experiments which show that for several eases for which N(g) behaves pathologically, Y(g) does not. These results orrer the first empirical evidence or the importance or trapa in avoidina pathology .
Further more, they extend the definition or traps to include a.ll nodea or known exact value. This extension makea it pouible to devist nonpatholoaical evalu .. tion runctiona ror aamea with u niform structure .
The probabilistic analysia or R(a) outlined in section 3.1 wu not dep!!ndent on board splittina; a similar argument would hold (or any evaluat.ioa function failina to recognize traps in the middle or a uniform game tree. Further analyses are now in progress to ruo lve two major points: the probability with which specific evaluation functions, such u i\:(g), err , and the exact re lationship between P0 and P. Expressina P0 u a function or p would give a &f!neral formula for the probability or choosing a trap u a function or the probability that a &iven node is a trap. This, in turn, would give a general characterization or pathology in terms or trap distribution.
